
We are here to help you gain visibility on a global platform. No matter what your business line 

is, The D-U-N-S Registered Seal will allow your stakeholders to easily verify the identity of your 

company by including a seal in your website as well as in other business documents. 

D&B D-U-N-S Registered (for Websites)

D-U-N-S® Registered SolutionsTM can help you:

D&B D-U-N-S Profile Anywhere (Floating Seal)

D-U- N-S® Registered Seal Usage 

The D&B D-U-N-S® Registered seal is an electronic mark displayed on your website. A click on 

the D&B D-U-N-S® Registered seal displays information about your company that has been 

verified and validated by Dun & Bradstreet. This seal lets potential customers, suppliers, 

business partners and all those who visit your website, know that your business is credible.

The D&B D-U-N-S® Profile Anywhere is an “offline” seal image embedded with your 

company name, with a simple hyperlink. You can add the seal in your email 

signatures, or documents and presentations. When a recipient of the seal clicks the 

offline seal, your D&B verified business profile opens in a web browser.

Give Your Company the Visibility and Credibility Advantage

D-U-N-S® Registered SolutionsTM

Establish credibility
Stand out 

against peers
Increase business

opportunities

Get listed on 
Dun & Bradstreet’s 
global data cloud

Contact the nearest NSIC office today by scanning the QR code

Exclusively for NSIC members



Helping you find the right buyers for your products 
and services in USA and UK

D&B Hoovers is the perfect product for you if you are looking to expand your business and are looking 
for buyers in the USA and UK. 

Make conversations more impactful

D&B Hoovers can help you:

Get customizable intelligence at your fingertips

Increase sales productivity

What D&B Hoovers Basic Offers:

Industry leading contact intelligence on more than 
136 million professionals and 171 million leading 
companies spread across 1000 industry segments

Integration with critical systems including SFDC, 
Dynamics, Marketo, and Eloqua, as well as 
home-grown systems used by many companies

Alerts, triggers, and profiling capabilities leveraging 
structured data (e.g. industry codes and addresses) 
and unstructured data (e.g. social content and 
analyst reports)

Target prospects with 
intelligence using dynamic 

search capabilities

Build highly targeted 
campaign lists and feed 

sales funnels 

Use insights to engage in a 
relevant and compelling 
manner with prospects

Company Summary

Company Description

Company History

Products & Operations

Contacts

Contact Decision Matrix

Corporate Overview

Corporate Family

News

Triggers

Competitors

Closest Industry Peers

Closest Companies

Significant Developments
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Use D&B iAccess, the most comprehensive cloud database of Indian companies. It is your 
next-generation online business intelligence platform that provides all the information you need under 
one roof.  

Detailed company information on millions of Indian businesses to help you
ascertain the existence and credibility of an entity. There are varied sources
from where we access, standardize and append the information to enrich 
the data cloud and deliver more insights.

Authoritative SaaS based platform to help you accelerate through the 
largest Indian company database and related functional contacts across
all levels to develop more impactful go-to-market strategies.

Online compliance checks and monitoring tool to help you get access to a
watch list of 1 million potential red flag entities including related entities 
and common principals.

What you get

D&B iAccess can help you

Company search

Prospects

Watchlist

Monitor your 
portfolio

Deal with 
compliant entities

Assess 
creditworthiness

Evaluate supply 
chain partners

Get qualified
sales leads

Assess your business partners and find the right buyers in India
all on one platform

Contact the nearest NSIC office today by scanning the QR code

Exclusively for NSIC members

Company information

Functional
contact information

Financial information

Detrimental /
compliance information 

List of legal cases
against entity

Powerful indicators

Site visit details

Latest news on
company 

Proprietary
D&B reports 



Finance has changed. Your team plays a larger role than ever in the growth and success of the business. No longer 
tied to a desk, crunching numbers, �nance teams need access to the right information anytime and anywhere. From 
social media monitoring to global assessment capabilities, D&B Credit has everything you need, to make �nancial 
decisions faster, so you can spend more time contributing to the growth of your business. 

With powerful segmentation tools and personalised alerts, 
your entire team will be able to zero in on what’s important 
for the business - be it data on an individual company or 
the amount of risk across your entire portfolio.

A Solution Designed for the Work You Do

With D&B Credit You Can

Built on a foundation of the most comprehensive and 
reliable business credit data in the world, D&B Credit 
makes accessing the industry-leading relationship data and 
financial scoring models of Dun & Bradstreet easier and 
more effective than ever.

Making Smart Credit Decisions Quickly

D&B Credit cloud-based and can be accessed from a 
laptop or mobile device. Additionally, it is plug and play, 
and features an intuitive user interface, quick online tours 
and step-by-step wizards, to ensure your credit team will 
be up and running, quickly and easily.

Designed for Modern Finance Organisations

Drive Your Company’s Growth
with Next-Generation Risk Intelligence

Credit

Get critical 
summary 

information or 
comprehensive 
intelligence on 

entities

Tag and segment 
your portfolio to 

dynamically 
manage risk and 

opportunity

Add customers to 
your portfolio and 
organise them by 
relevant charac-

teristics

Get alerts via 
email updates 
and in-product 

dashboards

Generate an 
almost limitless 

number of tags to 
create segments 

and be more 
efficient
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Fostering MSME Growth in India 
With National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)

Dun & Bradstreet and National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) is committed to create an enabling 
environment to promote, aid and foster the growth of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in the 
country. We aim to help MSMEs in India to increase their visibility, expand access to global markets, find potential 
customers, uncover new suppliers and channel partners, manage risk and identify growth opportunities.

Special Offers for NSIC Members

Products/ServiceSr. No.
MRP (INR)
GST Extra

Special Offer 
Price (INR)
GST Extra

Dun & Bradstreet D-U-N-S® Registered Solutions
(inclusive of online & offline)

Dun & Bradstreet D-U-N-S® Registered Solutions (inclusive of online 
& offline) + D&B Hoovers Basic (3 months) + D&B iAccess (3 months)

Dun & Bradstreet D-U-N-S® Registered Solutions (inclusive of online
& offline) + D&B Hoovers Basic (12 months) + D&B iAccess (12 months)

D&B Hoovers Basic (3 months) - 4,000 company downloads + 800 email IDs

D&B iAccess (3 months) - 1,000 company downloads

D&B Hoovers Basic (12 months) - 25,000 company downloads+ 5000 email IDs

D&B iAccess (12 months) - 4,500 company downloads

D&B Credit (10 reports consumed within year)

D&B Credit (50 reports consumed within year)

D&B Credit (unlimited consumed within year) - Max 700 reports

D&B iAccess (3 months) – 5,000 company data

D&B iAccess (unlimited) - Maximum 20,000 Company Data

D&B Certification (per seat)

Knowledge series: Global content (per country)

Knowledge series: Global content, for all 132 countries
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Net Discount
(%)

24.4%

81,000 68,040 16%

2,30,000 1,93,200 16%

25,000 21,000 16%

31,000 26,040 16%

90,000 75,600 16%

115,000 96,600 16%

81,000 68,040 16%

4,00,000 3,36,000 16%

62,50,000 52,50,000 16%

1,87,500 1,57,500 16%

3,75,000 3,15,000 16%

19,000 15,960 16%

70,000 58,800 16%

62,50,000 52,50,000 16%
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